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ALM Warmfast fixings help to avoid cold bridges in metal roofing 
 

 
Condensation as a result of thermal bridging is a major threat to fulfilment of a metal 
roof’s intended design life. To avoid any risk of a cold bridge being formed, ALM 
Warmfast fixings are isolated between the outer skin and substrate and compress the 
built-up layers. They are suitable for zinc, copper, stainless steel and aluminium.   
 
Factors such as point loading can compress insulation and if only fixed clips are used, localised 

internal damage can result. Fixings which provide a ‘telescopic’ function adjust to accommodate a 
degree of compression and the polypropylene sleeves on 

Warmfast fixings have low thermal conductivity. Usable for 
insulation thicknesses of up to 970mm, they can also be 

installed with overlapping joints to prevent air leakage. 

 
The success of Warmfast is due to its three elements, a 

stainless steel plate, a synthetic peg and a galvanised screw. 
The plate has a similar fixing centre to a conventional cleat but 

with a better pull-out value of 1kN using only one fixing rather 

than three. The screw head is buried deep within the peg away 
from the outer skin, 20 mm above the peg end. A reinforced, 

self-adhesive vapour barrier which won’t break under foot 
pressure has also been designed for use with trapezoidal 

decks. Its foil face and bituminous layer seal around the 
numerous through-fixings typical of such roofs.  

 

Over 50,000 Warmfast fixings were used in the construction of roofs on the £16m equestrian facility 
for the King’s Troop Royal Horse Artillery at Woolwich. A standing seam VMZINC system was installed 

on buildings housing an indoor riding school, veterinary clinic, stabling for up to 170 horses, saddlers' 
and tailors’ workshops and the largest blacksmith's forge in the British Army. The ‘carbon minus’ 
design generates surplus energy by running entirely on bio-fuel made from horse manure and 

bedding, enabling it to achieve a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating.  
 

Andrew Denham of ALM Hard Metals explained: “The fixings were a key aspect of the compact roof 
specification. ALM took an active part in the design process and with the diverse Warmfast range the 

contractor was able to make changes that enhanced the project and achieved a higher level of 

insulation. They enable thermal movement to take place which, in extreme circumstances, can be as 
much as 2mm per metre.”  
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